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Picture Cutting by a Method of Edge FoUowing 

Tomio KUROKA羽TA

輪郭線追跡による画像の切り抜き

黒河富 夫

An efficient edge following algorithm is present巴d.It is a one-pass sequential scan-

ning procedure. Given two separate points near a region boundary of a digital gray scale 

picture， it extracts a path from one point to the other in such a way that th巴 averageof 

the evaluation value (mainly the edge strength) of the points along the path becomes 

'near' maximum目 Asequence of points outlining a region of a picture provided， it is 

possible to extract the entire boundary curve of the region by repeatedly using the 

algorithm. 

Generally， there are two ways， in graph search， to get an optimum path which 

connects th巴 twopoint. One is to find a path which gives the minimum cost. The other 

is to find that of the maximum merit. The former tends to extract a shorter path， because 

the shorter the path， the smaller the cost gets. The latter inclined to have a long巴rpath町

In this regard， the averaging process of the cost or the m巴ritalong the path is introduced 

for normalization which enables to compare a long path with a short one on a common 

base. Divisions， how巴ver，are required to do it. A large number of divisions may sacrifice 

the processing sp巴ed目 Amethod is suggested to avoid them. It is to add a penalty (a 

negative value) to th巴 sumof the merit along the path whenever the path gets a unit 

longer while maximizing the sum. A number of experiments are done with good r巴sults.
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1. Iniroductio!1 

Superimposition and 'Image Combine' (two 

pictures transpar巴ntlyoverlapped) are a very popu-

lar technique of picture composition. Cutout pic-

tures or cutout masks are frequently used in those 

processing techniques. Edge line formation along a 

specified region boundary of a picture is a very 

important part of picture cutting. Many researches 

from general to specific areas have been made on 

the edge detection or the edge following of digital 

picturesl).2) Very few of them， however， are for the 

picture cutting. This paper introduces an edge 

following technique applied to the picture cutting 

(possibly be applied to other area). 

2) Interpolation. This method uses a com 

puter and a coordinate locator devices such as a 

display monitor， a track-ball or a tablet. The 

boundary curve is formed by tracing a specified 

picture region. But a piecewis巴 interpolationis 

done between the traced points with a straight line 

A number of methods of picture cutting or 

mask making are knowm， four of which are de-

scribed below 

1) Manual cutting. This is a method of pre-

digital pictur巴processing.Picture film or mask film 

is manually cut 

or a curve31 • 

3) Thresholding. This makes use of the 

brightness di妊erencebetween a specified region 

and the background. It makes a mask (or a bilevel 

picture) without forming a boundary curve 

4) Guide line. A sequence of points roughly 

specifying a picture region are given somehow 

prior. Connecting those points in s巴quencegives a 

sequence of line segments of the region outline 

Then the boundary curve search is made scanning 

the pictur巴， perpendicular to巴achof those line 

segments41 •5 ) The boundary curve is formed con-

necting the pixels with most significant brightness 

changes. This guide line concept is employed in this 

research， too， but differently. 
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Fig. 1 Outline points of a conceptual picture. 
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Fig. 2 Direction code assignment 

The author has been doing the research for the 

picture cutting by applying the edge following 

principles of digital pictures to the problem61，7). The 

edg巴 followingcan be considered as an optimiza-

tion problem of graph search81 or DP91凶 Thepicture 

cutting， however， does not necessarily require a 

pr巴ciseoptimum solution for the problem. A 'good' 

solution can be accepted. Here， this paper presents 

an algorithm which gives a 'good' solution. Given 

two separate points which are considered to be 

near a boundary curve of a picture region， the 

algorithm extracts a curve as a 'near' optimal path 

connecting the two points. Repeated application of 

the algorithm produces the entir巴 boundarycurve 

of the specified picture region 

Qs Horizontal 

Q. 

Fig. 3 Angle t. 

Table 1 8 direction types 

1) 2) 3) 4) 
。。三三 t く45 45'壬 t< 90' 90'豆 t< 135包 135'';; t < 180' 

ぽピσミ%、 訪
5) 6) 7) 8) 

180・豆 t < 225' 225三 tく270 270'';; t < 315' 315'豆 tく 360'

ヲメノへど ぞ
2. Theory 

Consider to extract a boundary curve of a 

region in a gray scale digital' picture given a 

sequence of points which makes a rough outline of 

the region. The boundary curve extraction is done 

as follows. First， an edge detection operator such 

as Sobel's is applied near the outline of the region， 

then a graph search operation is employed to get a 

boundary curve connecting the each two points in 

sequence 

Fig. 1 shows the concept of the boundary curve 

formation. Given a sequence of points (P1， P2， . . . ， 

Pk， . . .) near the region (a circle) boundary， a 

sequence of the boundary curve segments (P1 ~P2 ， 

， Pk-1 ~Pk) are extracted. The extracted curve 

is shown by the dotted curve. The problem， then， is 

to connect each of the two points in sequence to 

form a natural boundary curve. A simple method is 

an interpolation with a straight line or with an arc， 

which are frequently used in the applications. It 

does not， however， make a natural curv巴 because

the curve is formed without processing the picture 

data which themselves compose the region bound-
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Fig. 4 Area to be processed. 
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Fig. 5 Concept of th巴巴dgefollowing 

ary. A better way is to make use of the巴dge

strength data of the picture to extract a boundary 

curve. One method to do it is shown as follows 

Consider th巴twopoints Pk (Qs) and Pk+l (Qe) as 

a start point and an end point， respectively， in Fig 

1. The two points are to be connected from Qs to 

Qe町

Generally， there are eight connecting direc-

tions as shown in Fig. 2. All the eight directions， 

however， are not required to draw a boundary 

segment of a local picture r巴gion.Take Fig. 1 for 

instance. Connecting Qs to Qe only requires the four 

directions coded 0， 1， 2 and 3 (3 not necessarily 

required in this case) 

Considering the abov巴， determine the angle t， 

shown in Fig. 3， which depends on th巴 positional

relation of the two points Qs and Qe， classify the 

angle into巴ightgroups as in Table 1， and use only 

the corresponding four directions to form the 

boundary curve 

[i-l.i-l] [i， i -IJ 

[i-l，i+1J 

Fig. 6 Predecessor points 

On the other hand， the entire picture area as 

shown in Fig. 1 is not necessary in order to connect 

the two points in making use of the picture edge 

strength. The necessary picture area is a small area 

which includ巴sthe two points. For example， the 

area surrounding the rectangle ABCD as shown in 

Fig. 4 provides enough data to do the curve extrac-

tion 

Fig. 5 shows the edge following concept of this 

paper. Starting from Qs and scanning one vertical 

line at a time， it simultaneously searches a number 

of curves repeatedly connecting an optimal point to 

a midway point (i， j). Each single connection is done 

by selecting an optimal point from among the four 

predecessor points and connecting it to (i， j). The 

pred巴cessorpoints are defined as in Fig. 6. The 

criteria of the optimality should be defined before-

hand and possibly include the sum or the average of 

the edge strength along the connecting curve and 

the curvature of the local curve. A specific algo-

rithm is shown below for the case that angl巴 tis 

from O' to 450
• Other cases can be handled by a 

simple modification of the algorithm. 

[AlgorithmJ A method that uses the edge 

strength average along the connecting path (curve) 

as a main optimization criteria. Let [ajjJ (iニ 1，2，

， m ; j = 1， 2， . . ， n) be the inside area of the above 

mentioned r巴ctangle.Let (ms， ns) and (me， ne) be the 

coordinates of th巴 startingpoint Qs and the end 

point Qe， respectively. Let [bijJ ， [cljJ and [djjJ 

be the arrays of the same size as [aij J . Each巴lement

of those arrays corr巴spondswith that of [ajjJ . bij 

represents the sum of the edge strength along the 

curve from Qs to the point (i， j). 

[lJ Zero the arrays [bιand [cιEmpty [d，jJ 
[2J Mark the point (ms， ns) as connected 
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Fig. 7 Sample numerical data. 

[1， 2J : start point， C 4， 4J : end point 

[3J Perform step [4 J for i=ms， ms十1，.. ，ffie 

[4J Perform <1) ，く2)and く3)for j = 1， 2， • • • ， n 

く1)Select a point out of the four predecessors (s巴巴

Fig. 6) of (i， j) so that 

(b'o，jO +aJ)/(c10，jO十1)

becomes maximum， 

where (io， jo) is (i， jー 1)，(i-1， j-1)， (i-1， j)， or 

(i-1， j十1).

く2)Do the operations 

b1，j← b1u，jO+a1山 (2)

Cl，j← C10，jO + 1， and (3) 

dJ，j← dJo，jO 11 CODE ((io， jo)， (i， j))， (4) 

where CODE ((io， jo)， (i， j) ) is the direction code 

from (io， jo) to (i， j) and ' 11 ' means concatena 

tlOn 

く3)If (i， j) is (me， ne)， then stop. 

(dme，ne is the sequence of the chain codes of 

the extracted boundary curve， The curve 

drawn starting from Qs by the code sequence is 

the boundary curve sought.) End of Algorithm目

Fig. 7 (a) is a numerical example of an edge 

strength array of size (4 x 4). The algorithm 

extracts a number of paths shown in Fig. 7 (b). The 

final result is the path : (1， 2)， (2， 2)， (3， 3) and (4， 4). 

The algorithm tries to extract th巴 pathsuch 

that the average of the edge strength along th巴path

from the start point to the end point : 

ヱia(Q1) /L 

becomes maximum， where a(Q1) (ミ0)is the evalua-

tion value at the point Q1 ; L is the path length， 

which differs from path to path. Since it does not 

necessarily become maximum， it should be called 

'near' maximum. A drawback of th巴 algorithmis 

the division in (1) or (5). A large number of the 

divisions sacrifice the processing speed. There are 

other optimization methods without such divisions. 

One method is to maximize the sum of the 

八六t:~
1， a J l b i [c 1 C d J 

Fig. 8 Other operators 

evaluation value along the path 

::E i a(Q J). (6) 

(1) 

(6)， however， becomes larger when the path 

becomes longer. Accordingly， it tends to extract a 

longer path possibly erroneous as the boundary 

curve 

The evaluation value of each individual point 

can be converted toてcost'.To minimiz巴thesum of 

the cost'OI along the path 

ヱi(M-a(Qi))， (7) 

(5) 

where M is a constant larger than any a(QJ， is 

another optimization to extract a boundary curve. 

In this cas巴， however， the shorter the path， the 

smaller (7) becom巴s.Hence， it tends to extract a 

shorter boundary curve， possibly erroneous， too 

The above discussion suggests that the averag-

ing in (5) is a kind of a normalization process 

Regarding the above， 

::Ei (a(QJ)-M) (8) 

can be considered as an evaluation function which 

is expected to have the sam巴kindof effect as (5) of 

averaging. M is a positive constant which is consid 

ered to b巴apenalty for the path gets a unit longer 

On the other hand， there is a method which 

maximizes (not ぞnear'maximizes) (5) using DP 

m巴thod91.It is to extract a number of paths with 

different 1巴ngthand then select one which makes (5) 

maximum. The extracted path should be mathe-

matitally optimum. But it requires tremendous 

computing time and memory. 

A desired boundary curve can be obtained by a 

simpler processing. The mentio田 d[AlgorithmJ 

uses an operator with four connecting directions. It 

is possible， however， to change the number from 2 

to 5 as shown in Fig. 8 depending on th巴 situations.

An operator with more directions can cope with 

relatively more complex boundaries sacrificing the 

processing speed. The number of divisions in aver-

aging increases accordingly. It is the number of the 

connecting directions times the number of the 

pixels in the processed ar巴a
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A : Start point I 一一一一一歩
D : End point 

A 

D 

Fig. 9 A sample edge lin巴 whichthe algorithm 

cannot handle at a tim巴

When the operators of Fig. 8 (a) rotated as in 

Table 1 is us巴d，the division of (1) is not necessary 

And wh巴nthe operator of Fig. 8 (b) rotat巴dis used 

and it corresponds to (2)， (4)， (6)， or (8) of Table 1， 

the division of (1) is not necessary， too. It is because 

all the possible paths have the same length. That is， 

all the paths starting from Qs， no matter what point 

they pass through， have the same number of st巴ps

to reach the end point Qe・Inthose cases， the opti-

mization process corresponds to that of DP， which 

handles paths of same length. 

When the operator of Fig. 8 (d) is used， the 

evaluation of sel巴ctingan optimum point for each 

single conn巴ctionhas to be done twice. It can， 

however， handle more complex picture boundaries. 

The number of connecting directions is desired 

to be 8. The reason of limiting the number in the 

algorithm is to use th巴one-passsequential scanning 

so that the processing becomes simple. Because of 

it， the curve from A to D in Fig. 9 cannot be 

extracted at once. That is， the curve segment from 

B to C， where the variable i of the algorithm 

decreases， cannot be followed. For such a case， it is 

necessary to divide the processing as from A to B， 

B to C， and C to D 

Next， Fig. 10 is an example in which the algo-

rithm does not extract a mathematically optimum 

path. The processing starts from (1， 1). When it 

r巴aches(4， 4)， the evaluation value (37/6) of the 

path B is bigger than that (17/3) of the path A. But， 

at (7， 4)， the value (41/6) of the path A is bigger than 

that (61/9) of the path B. Since the path A has been 

selected at (4， 4)， the path B would nev巴rbe selected 

as the final result. 
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Fig. 10 An example in which optimal path (giv-

ing maximum average)is not selected. 

3. Experiments and R岳sult自

In the following experments， 

alj = max(f1， f2， f3， f4) (9) 

is used employing 'Kirsh-motivated' templates (n= 

1)11) for the edg巴 detectionoperator， where 

f1 =1 gl+l，j-l + gl+l，j +gi+l，i+l 

gl-l，j-l -giーしj-gi-l，J+ll，

f2=1 gi-l，j+1 +gi，i+l +gl+I，i+l 

-gi-l，j-l一色j-l-gi+l，j-ll ， 

f3=1 gl，J+l +gi+l什 l+gl+l，j

-gl-l，j -gi-l，j-l一色j-ll， and 

f4=1 gl-l，j十gl-l，i+l+gl什 1

gi，j-l -gi+U-l -gl+l，jl ， 

where g represents a pixel's brightn巴ss.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 are the original pictures， a 

circle and a child's head， respectively， used in the 

experiments. The dark circle of Fig. 11 originally 

drawn on a white paper， photographed by a TV 

camera and then displayed on a CRT monitor 

through an AD converter， a digital memory (512 x 

480 x 8 bits) and a DA converter. The pictur巴 dis-

played on the monitor is finally photographed by a 

camera and printed. Fig. 12 is obtained in the same 

process as Fig. 11 from a printed paper picture. Fig. 

13 and 14 show the rough outlines of the circle and 

the child's face， recpectively， by .十， marks. The 

coordinates of the marks on the array of 512 x 480 

are (341， 179)， (310， 109)， (262， 81)， (196， 83)， (131， 144)， 

(123， 200)， (169，275)， (250， 291)， and (315， 254) for Fig. 

13 and (319， 263)， (327， 220)， (336， 197)， (342， 178)， 

(360， 131)， (328， 78)， (278， 33)， (218， 22)， (176， 37)， (134， 

88)， (120， 146)， (126， 188)， (144， 238)， (169， 250)， (203， 

294)， and (279， 304) for Fig. 14. In all the experi 

ments below， the edge following is done using those 

two sequ巴ncesof the points， both start at the mark 
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Fig. 11 Original picture 1 : a circle. Fig. 14 Outline points of the head 

日g.12 Original picture 2: a child's head 

Fig. 13 Outline points of the circle 

Fig. 15 Edge line by averaging with no smooth. 

ing (using the shown algorithm). 

Fig. 16 Edge line by averaging with no smooth-

ing (using the shown algorithm) 
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Fig. 17 Edge line by averaging with smoothing 

(using the shown algorithm and smooth-

ing). 

Fig. 18 A part of Fig.16 four times enlarged 

around th巴 markXl 

S and go round counterclockwise. 

[Example 1J Fig. 15: It is the result by 

averaging only. The algorithm is applied exactly as 

described. The white curve is the extracted bound-

ary curve of the circle. It looks 'not bad'. 

[Example 2J : Fig. 16: The same method is 

used as in Example 1. Some parts of the curve are 

thick because of the zigzag of the curve. 

[Example 3J : Fig. 17 : A modification is made 

to the previous algorithm so as to remove the 

zigzag. The modification is the addition of the 

priority selection process at step [4J . That is， the 

Fig.19 A part of Fig.17 four times enlarged 

around the lower X1 

Fig.20 Edge line by simple summing (maximiz-

ing (8) with M=O) and smoothing. The 

line is erroneusly lengthened i1ear the 

marks of X3 and X4. 

optimal point (io， jo) is selected in such a way that 

a big direction change of the connecting curve 

would not occur at a single point. The point (io， jo) 

is selected in the priority order: (1) the direction 

change is within 45'， (2) it is within 90'， (3) it is 

within 135'. Judging from Fig. 17， it is considered 

that the curve gets thin and smooth. Fig. 18 is the 

part of Fig. 16 four times enlarged around X1. Fig. 

19 is that of Fig. 17. It is observed that the curve is 

thin and smooth in Fig. 17 and 19. 

[Example 4J : Fig. 20: (8) with M=O is電near'

maximized by the algorithm， which is equivalent to 
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Fig. 21 Edge lin巴 bysimple summing (maximiz-

ing (8) with Mニ 255or minimizing (7) 

with M=255) and smoothing. A short cut 

is observed near the mark of X2 

Fig. 22 A part of Fig.21巴ighttimes enlarged 

around the mark X2 

'near' maximizing (6). It is clear that th巴 curveis 

erroneously lengthened near X3 and X4 

[Example 5J : Fig. 21 : The same process of 

Example 4 (maximize (8)) but with M = 255 is 

applied. It is expected that it has the same巴ffectto 

てnear'minimize (7) with M=255. That is， it should 

extract a shorter curve. Accordingly， the extracted 

curv巴segmentnear X2 of Fig. 21 is straight (short)， 

though it should be lik巴 letterL. Fig. 22 is the part 

of Fig. 21 eight times enlarged around X2 

[Example 6J : Fig. 23 : The same process of 

Example 4 (maximize (8)) but with Mニ 50 is 

Fig. 23 Edge line by simple summing (maximiz-

ing (8) with M=50) and smoothing. This 

line is close to that of Fig.17. 

Fig. 24 A part of Fig.23 eight times enlarged 

around the mark X2. 

applied. Th巴resultis consider巴dto be near that of 

Example 3 

By th巴 way，Fig. 24， 25 and 26 are the parts of 

Fig. 23， 17 and 20 enlarged near X2 of Fig. 23， 

r巴spectively.M (= 50) is considered to be a 'good' 

number as a result. N 0 formal optimization is tried 

to pick up 50 for M. Judging from the results of Fig 

21 and 22 (M=255)， Fig司 23and 24 (M=50)， Fig. 20 

and 26 (M = 0)， and Fig. 17 and 25 (averaging)， it is 

expect巴dthat there巴xistsan optimum M though it 

probably depends on pictures 
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Fig. 25 A part of Fig.17 eight times enlarged 

around the upper X1 

4. Conclusion 

A method which connects two separate points， 

which are near a region boundary of a digital 

picture， is proposed. It is an e伍cientone-pass 

sequential scanning procedure (algorithm) which 

extracts a path from one point to the other in such 

a way that the average of the evaluation value 

(mainly the edge strength) of the pixels along the 

path becomes 'near' maximum. The algorithm can 

be repeatedly used to cut out an entire region of a 

picture. 

Generally， there are two ways， in graph search， 

to get an optimum boundary path which connects 

the two points. One is to minimize the cost along 

the path. The other is to maximize the merit. The 

former tends to extract a shorter path， the latter a 

longer one. ln this regard， the averaging process of 

the cost or the merit is introduced for normaliza-

tion which enables to compare a long path with a 

short one on a common base. Divisions， however， 

are required to do it. A large number of divisions 

may sacrifice the processing speed. A method is 

suggested to avoid them. It is to add a penalty (a 

negative value) to the sum of the merit along the 

path whenever the path gets a unit longer while 

maximizing the sum. 

The features of the algorithm include the fol-

lowing: 

1) Since it is a one-pass sequential scanning 

procedure， the required memory is not too large 

Fig. 26 A part of Fig.20 eight times enlarged (the 

upper left part of the head). 

and the processing speed is relatively high. 

2) It extracts exactly one path (a boundary 

curve segment). 

3) The processing speed can be increased by 

limiting the processing area. 

4) A normalization process is introduced so 

that a long path and a short one can be compared 

automatically on the co町田lonbase and a 'b巴tter'

one would be selected. 

5) The processing can be changed in accord-

ance with the boundary complexity of the picture. 

If the boundary is simple， the speed can be in-

creased. 

6) There is a restriction of connecting direc-

tions (shortcoming). 
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